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The Stormforce
running at pace.

BOAT
TEST

Redbay
Stormforce 7.4

She may be wearing an attractive new outfit but Alex Smith believes
the Redbay Stormforce 7.4 remains a serious RIB for serious mariners
… As tested: Redbay Stormforce 7.4m RIB £62,000 Contact DETAILS: MRL - Drivers Wharf, Southampton SO14 5BB
Tel: 02380 335333 WEB: www.mrl-uk.com or Redbay Boats - TEL: 02821 771331 WEB: www.redbayboats.com

R

edbay of Antrim in
Northern Ireland have
been in business since
1977 – and right from
the start the core idea
has been to construct boats
capable of coping with the
intimidating offshore conditions
so often seen in that part of
the world. As a result, reliable
build quality and user-friendly
seakeeping have always been
among the key imperatives. In
the past, it has been an approach
that has seen the brand develop
a robust reputation for supertough fishers, but that same
commercial-quality boatbuilding
expertise is equally well suited to
Redbay’s modern line of RIBs.
The current Stormforce fleet
comprises 20 boats, ranging
in length from the 6.1-metre
hull (available in Open and Fast
Fisher configurations) to the

11-metre platform, which is used
in no fewer than five different
forms (Canopy, Cruising Cabin,
Commercial Cabin, Touring
and Flybridge). There is even a
16-metre commercial craft at
the very top end of the range,
designed to carry 30 passengers
at speeds of up to 30 knots.
But back down in the realms of
realistic everyday leisure boats,
the new Stormforce 7.4 is a craft
that deserves particular attention,
not least because (unless I
am very much mistaken) its
combination of styling, colour
coordination and consistency of
trim makes this briny stalwart a
genuinely attractive leisure boat.

The finer details

From the pretty, black fairlead
mount on the apex of the bow to
the textured honeycomb Hypalon

collar, the neatly trimmed aft
bench and the spring-loaded
jockey seats, everything here is
conceived and executed with a
degree of stylistic cogency that
I have never before seen on a
Redbay RIB. It’s a very goodlooking boat and yet, despite
the posh seats and the dynamic
colourways, it gives some very
powerful clues that none of
its famous stoicism has been
sacrificed.
Designed and built to cope with
aggressive offshore conditions,
the heavily built deep-V hull
comes with large-diameter taperfree tubes that sit on the water’s
surface at rest to provide some
useful lateral stability. These big
tubes also apparently enable
the use of a heavier sterndrive
set-up, but here in leisure guise,
MRL’s rather lovely 7.4 employs
a Suzuki DF300 outboard that

looks as though it was tailormade to match the new aesthetic
palette.
From a practical perspective,
things also look very sound.
There is an endless supply of
strong tying-off points, plus grab
handles wherever your hand
naturally falls and superb traction
underfoot, both on the deck
(thanks to a neat arrangement
of thick black Treadmaster
panels) and on the inflatable
collar (where no fewer than
eight sturdy strips enable you to
clamber all over this boat without
the faintest concern). Up on
the elevated foredeck section, a
stainless steel Samson post pays
ample homage to the gods of
masculine maritime practicality,
and at the back end, where
the big collar finally gives way
to GRP, a thickset, four-legged
A-frame stands firmly anchored
in deck mouldings on either side
of the engine well.
It’s a very traditional layout that
makes the most of the aft space
with two pairs of jockey seats
and a full-beam aft bench – but
as on other Stormforce RIBs I
have tested, the walkways on
either side of the helm station
are quite tight. That’s partly to do
with the big tubes, partly to do
with the broad console base and
partly to do with the fact that the
helm is positioned a long way
forward, beyond the point where
the collar begins to angle in
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REDBAY
The shock mitigation seats from Scotseats are just excellent,
protecting not just up-and-down but also side-to-side.

SNAPSHOT Onboard the Redbay Stormforce 7.4 RIB

… its combination of styling, colour
coordination and consistency of trim
makes this briny stalwart a genuinely
attractive leisure boat …
toward the V of the bow. It’s not
a major problem, particularly for
those who (like me) enjoy driving
from a position much closer to
the point of impact, but it does
mean that making your way up
to the bow space involves sliding
your bum along the tube top.
At the helm itself, the dash
arrangement is very sound.
The wheel is angled slightly
up, the top-mounted left-hand
throttle is well positioned and the
touchscreen Garmin chartplotter
is a welcome addition. The
way the electronics are wired,
with user-friendly labels and
watertight contacts, is also an
object lesson in how a boat
ought to be rigged – but it’s not
a perfect set-up. The Suzuki

Is 300hp enough?
At just 10kg and £4,000 more
than the DF250, this expertly
rigged Suzuki DF300 makes a fine
partner for the Stormforce 7.4.
The boat is rated up to 350hp so
you could certainly up the ante,
but it’s difficult to imagine why
you would want to. With the 300
in place, the poke is memorable,
the handling is great and a top
end of 43 knots is plenty for
most leisure boaters. In any case,
‘upgrading’ to a 350 from another
manufacturer would incur a big
weight penalty of up to 90kg and
an equally striking price increase
of at least £7,000. Enough said.

dials are obscured by the top
of the wheel, the compass is
conspicuous by its absence and
the trim switch is positioned at
the little finger of the left hand,
which is always faintly annoying.
It’s simply never as effective
or as comfortable as a thumb
switch and yet it’s amazing how
frequently you see it.
Being a traditional RIB, storage
capacity is not a great strength
either, but at least the spaces
are all well shaped and cleanly
executed and you also get the
luxury of some genuinely dry
lockers beneath the seat bases
and in the helm console. Even so,
this is a powerfully built boat and
some of the lids are quite heavy
– particularly above the aft space.
That’s fine if there are gas rams
to help you lift and brace them
but there are none in evidence
anywhere on this boat. It’s not
a vital omission, but given that
MRL is working hard on behalf
of Redbay to ramp up the leisure
appeal of what are essentially
robust sea boats, a basic set of lid
braces would make good sense.

HELM: The seats are great but the dials are obscured and the screen protection is minimal.

ob: The Suzuki is a great aesthetic pairing

DETAIL: Commercial style Samson Post

A lively drive

Put the throttle down and you
will quickly discover that this is
a pugnacious, aggressive little
boat. I say ‘little’ because, from
the helm, it feels a great deal
smaller than its 7.6-metre length
– rather like a cross between a
small Fletcher sports boat and
a military sea craft from the
likes of Halmatic or Gemini.

PRACTICAL: Grippy deck is allied to neat storage spaces in the seat bases.
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Above: The quick-witted handling is just a treat.

SPECIFICATIONS
Redbay Stormforce 7.4m
Length overall: 7.6m
Beam overall: 2.77m
Internal beam: 1.55m
Collar: 0.56m Hypalon
Hull weight: 1000kg
Max. load: 1925kg
Max. power: 350hp
Fuel capacity: 315 litres
People capacity: 10
CE category: B
Engine: Suzuki DF300

Prices (inc. VAT)

Price: £62,000

Performance
RPM
1000
1500
2000
2500 (plane)
3000
3500 (cruise)
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000 (WOT)

Speed (knots)
3.7
5.3
6.9
12.3
18.9
23.4
27.6
31.6
35.6
38.9
43.2

Time to plane: 3.0 seconds

Contact

MRL
Drivers Wharf
Southampton SO14 5BB
02380 335333
www.mrl-uk.com

Redbay Boats

02821 771331
www.redbayboats.com

From the helm, it
feels a great deal
smaller than its
7.6-metre length
It’s thoroughly engaging – and
though the steering is quite
weighty, it is also accurate and
direct in a way that enables you
to relish a drive. Of course, the
curved screen (which is peculiarly
divorced from its excellent
peripheral grab rail) provides
only minimal protection from
the elements – but such is the
entertainment on hand that
you are unlikely to care. With
impressively immediate throttle
response allied to prodigious grip
and a very likeable ability to lift
her skirts and run high and fast,
it does take a bit of care to keep
things in check when running at
the ragged edge, but this remains
a very fine driver’s boat.

As for those impact-mitigation
seats, they are quite a treat.
They are designed to provide not
just ‘up-and-down’ protection
(courtesy of a spring-assisted
damper on a swing arm) but
also ‘side-to-side’ damping –
partly by means of the ‘shuffle’
suspension system and partly
by means of foam in the seat
base. In practice, you need to rid
yourself of the ‘bent-knee, impact
anticipation’ stance and learn
to let your backside absorb the
load. For those unaccustomed
to shock-absorbing seats, it
seems distinctly unnatural, but
if you simply ease your legs,
plant your bum and relax into
the experience you will quickly
come to enjoy these lovely little
devices. Better still, with an allin package price for this boat of
£62,000, it seems they are also
surprisingly affordable.

Navvy in a party
frock

Despite the cosmetic makeover,
I am delighted to report that the

These British built Scotseats are great
assets on a proper action RIB like this.

Practical and attractive tubes.

Stormforce 7.4 still feels and
drives like a commercial RIB
from a decade or two ago. It’s
a tough, truculent offshore boat
with a heavyweight build, an
inherently soft-riding hull and
the wonderful boon of impact
mitigation. Yes, it’s a bit tight on
internal space, a bit lacking in
storage and a bit scanty in terms
of protection from the elements,
but if any of these issues causes
you concern, then you plainly
didn’t want a RIB in the first
place. Accept it. Buy it. Enjoy it.
Alex Smith

WHAT WE THOUGHT
Why you would
Sharp handling
Excellent throttle response
Soft ride
Impressive build
Attractive new aesthetics

Why you wouldn’t
Tight internal space
Limited storage
Small screen
A couple of gas rams would be nice
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